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Letter From the Mascot...
Greetings everyone,
It is I, Finley the Squirrel, beloved mascot of The Skidmo’ Daily. I’ve been doing some heavy lifting this
#SKIDMO’SZN, and it’s damn time I get some credit for it. I’ve stolen the pages here of the letter from
the editors to express my hard work this year. From baring it all on the first-ever swimsuit cover shoot to
being named the inaugural squirrel of the semester (looking damn sexy in a suit, might I just say), I’ve
given my heart, soul, and body to this club (not to mention money—color printing isn’t free you know).
But it’s not all about me. Well, it partly is. I’ve also had to ghostwrite articles because this fucking club
can’t get it together. Anyway, that’s not the point. We have a far more important task ahead of us: saying
goodbye to Glotzbach, who I know we will all miss dearly. We’ve begun this long and painful process by
highlighting the silver fox’s retirement tour, but we need more. Please consider donating to my our club
so that we may continue to put out content, both Glotzbach-themed and otherwise. Thank you for your
time. See you around campus, dear friends and fans.
Love always,
Finley the Squirrel
The Mascot Behind The Skidmo’ Daily

Top Stories of the Week
People With ADD More Likely To Have Dogeared Every Page of Book
Freshman Joins Groupchat
Freshman Leaves Groupchat
Guy’s Glasses Really Need Cleaning
Lindsey Graham Joins Rent Is Too Damn High Party
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Mindfulness At Its Finest! This Woman
Thought About Her Breath While Popping
40mg of Xanax
By Max LoSardo

Dhall Worker Struggles to Work Incest
into Pasta Dish for Game of Thrones
Night
By Tom Pahl

Calming a potential oncoming panic attack, local woman and recent mindfulness expert Maya Duntz breathed
in through her nose and out through her mouth before
taking seven times her prescribed dosage of Xanax. Having downloaded the bestselling app Headspace and also
having finally found a psychiatrist that would prescribe
Xanax, Duntz has found a healing combination of using
the app for three minutes a day in accordance with taking
taking up to 40mg of Alprazolam, whose brand name is
Xanax.

Skidmore College Dining Hall- Jacob Harrison paused
in thought, his marker placed precariously over the
shiny glass above the penne carbonara that was to be
served that night.
As it was the Game of Thrones theme dinner, Jacob
had been tasked with coming up with the best possible pun related to both incest, a staple of the show, and
pasta, a staple of the Skidmore College Dining Hall.

Jacob’s familiarity with the show began and end“She’s really so much calmer,” said friend Carla Wined with “like, a couple episodes that my roommate
klestein. “We’ve been telling her to start meditating for
showed me. I dunno, there were like dragons and
years now, and with Headspace she’s really found a system boobs, and some chick banging her brother or cousin
that works for her.” When informed that Duntz has also or something.” After agonizing over it, Jacob landed
been taking a dangerously high level of Xanax on a daily on “Put your Penne in your Sibling,” much to the
basis, Winklestein was reluctant to praise the effects of
chagrin of his supervisor, the children accompanying
the drug, saying “Oh well I know some people who aren’t their parents to “Game of Thrones Night,” and just
affected by that kinda stuff at all. If anything it’s probably about everyone who read it, including this reporter.
a placebo which is fine. The meditation is definitely doing However, the carbonara was still excellent, regardless
most of the work.”
of the amount of incest present in it.
At press time, Duntz was unable to access Headspace after
throwing her phone in anger at the realization she had run
out of Xanax.
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Finding A Job Is Hard, Here’s Why I’m Giving Up! (And Why You Should Too)
by Hannah Kotler
For all you seniors and juniors (and anyone, really) looking for that sweet, sweet employment out there in that
harsh and cruel world: listen up. It’s time to give up. I’ve deduced and calculated the exact reasons why this is
a far more beneficial option, and I think we should all partake together in saying goodbye to our hopes and
dreams.
1). You’re going to be poor either way. It’s simple, really. Either you spend all your time and energy applying and
getting rejected from jobs, or you quit the process altogether and remain unemployed! The outcomes are the
same either way: no money. No one’s going to call you for an interview anyway, so you might as well stop trying.
And even if they do, you’ll be paid a shitty amount because it’s an entry level job and the economy is failing us
more and more each day, especially as young adults! Yay!
2). Quitting things will give you the same rush as actually securing a job. Quitting is euphoric. All your stress
goes away, and you have more time to be the lazy piece of shit you actually are, instead of pretending to be a “detail-oriented, hard worker with time management skills.” Quit fooling yourself and give into your baser needs.
3). Your parents are nice people. I’m sure they’ll want to have you around in their home while you’re unemployed—their one meaning in life is to serve your every want and need, after all. Move back in with them! Feel
no shame about that 5:30pm family dinner and living in the basement.
4) Illegal activities will probably make you more money anyway. Your teachers were wrong, school is not necessary to succeed, and neither is a 9 to 5 job! Take to your local street corner and show off your skills, whatever
they may be. I believe in you.
5). The Earth is rapidly declining and probably won’t be around by the time you graduate. Climate change is
coming in HOT these next few years and we’re all littering, gas-guzzling, plastic-using assholes who will never
change. Save yourself the stress now and wait for this place to burn down in peace.
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Bernie Sanders Postpone Funerals for After Democratic Primary
By Max LoSardo
In his push for the Democratic nomination for president, candidate Bernie Sanders, 77, has scheduled his respective funeral in accordance with the primaries. Mr. Sanders, an Independent senator from Vermont, has
faced repeated criticism from both sides of the isle regarding his age, as he would oldest elected president to take
office.
“I understand the concerns of the voters,” Mr. Sanders said in a statement to the Skidmo’ Daily. “I am certainly
not a youth any longer, and although I feel as spry as I spring chicken, I am certainly getting up there in years.
So with this in mind, I will be postponing my potential death to at least the end of the Democratic primaries.”
Mr. Sanders hopes the move will increase his standing with voters 18-35 years old, who have recently turned to
the campaigns of Beto O’Rourke, who is 46, and Pete Buttiggeg, who is 37.
When pressed on why Sanders wouldn’t move his funeral until after the general election in November, he pivoted
away from the topic, saying “Look, my supporters deserve their chance to make their voices heard and cast their
vote for our campaign - I’m not going to jinx anything and discuss beyond the the primaries.”
At press time, the Skidmo’ Daily learned that potential candidate and former Mayor of Michael Bloomberg, who
is 81, up to next week, to avoid witnessing the election itself.

Marlboro Man Revealed as Power Bottom to Win Back Millenial Smokers
by Tom Pahl
Philip Morris HQ- In a brave new move, Marlboro has announced that the Marlboro Man is a
power bottom in an attempt to win back millennials while retaining the pride of the once-great
American icon. A Marlboro executive, coughing and hacking up gray sludge, was quoted as
saying “Look, we get it. You’re all fucking smoking USB drives or whatever the fuck those stupid
JUULs are, so how about this, you Silicon Valley shitheels? The Marlboro Man is gay. He’s a
power bottom. He takes dick the way these stupid-ass cancer sticks take years off your
lifespan.” Clearly, this is a transparent attempt to cash in on the power of social justice, but this
reporter can’t help but wonder how Joe Camel fits into all of this. Is Joe Camel his top? Is Joe
Camel stretching the tensile strength of the Marlboro Man’s quintessentially American butthole
bestality? Truly, this is a great day for the LGBTQA movement, corporate America, and lung
cancer.
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Skidmore Bans Food and Water at Fun Stepfather Not Himself Before First MounDay 2019
tain Dew and Third Whiskey
By Ian Maymar
by Tom Pahl
Furthering efforts to limit binge drinking at Fun
Day, Skidmore College has banned all food and
water in hopes that students will suffer from dehydration rather than alcohol poisoning. “We
understand that students did not respond well to
the new Fun Day rules,” said college administrator
Ringwald Crutch. “And after thinking over the new
protocol and realizing that students will binge drink
beforehand, we decided that removing all food and
water from the event would be the best way to limit
misbehavior due to drugs or alcohol.”

Buttfuck Nowhere, Alabama- God-fearing man and
three-time pie eating champion Breydon Riverson knew
something wasn’t right the moment he awoke in his home/
trailer/meth lab. From the minute his foot landed on the
decrepit Lil’ Caesars pizza box, Breydon knew that he had
to have his fill of both Mountain Dew and dollar store
whiskey, which exists for some reason. Before screaming at
interracial couples in public, Breydon knew that he had to
get into his mindset, by getting ripshit drunk on carbonated soda and whiskey that could also strip paint from walls.
Thankfully, his “Speak American” t-shirt was still fresh,
having only been worn four times that week, with scant
Crutch went on to say that he hopes it would take
few barbeque stains. As Breydon stumbled forward, he
about three hours in the sweltering heat for stuwas struck by his thoughtlessness, and awoke his pregnant
dents to start fainting left and right, and that newly wife Carleigh Tucker to offer her whiskey and Mountain
trained SCEMS students will be at the ready for
Dew Code Red™, who of course declined. Breydon took
transports to Saratoga Hospital.
this as further evidence of his primal need for caffeine and
alcohol, as he should have remember that she only drinks
Students have not responded well to the rule chang- vodka with breakfast. Nonetheless, Breydon walked out of
es, as many have threatened to boycott Fun Day,
his trailer into the bright, sunny morning. Oh, and he also
planning on staying home and drinking water and beat up his kids on the way out.
alcohol in a safe environment. In response, Campo
has planned various raids on students’ dormitories
and apartments, sighting the fact that all students
registered for fun day are required to attend.
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Campo’ Safety Incident Report 3/31-4/14
Incident: PUBLIC URINATION
Date/Time Reported: 3/31 11:52 PM
Location: HOWE HALL
Summary: Student urinated in the shower. Report filed.
Incident: NOISE VIOLATION
Date/Time Reported: 9:23 PM
Location: PENFIELD HALL
Summary: A student was vomiting violently in the bathroom and screaming incomprehensibly. Student had not
been consuming alcohol but had recently eaten at the dining hall. Report filed.
Incident: ASSAULT
Date/Time Reported: 4/8 12:14 PM
Location: CASE CENTER
Summary: Student did not hold door for other student who was a few steps behind them. Report filed.
Incident: PARKING VIOLATION
Date/Time Reported: 4/10 7:17 PM
Location: JONSSON TOWER
Summary: Student parked on the roof of Jonsson Tower. Report filed.
Incident: THEFT
Date/Time Reported: 4/13 10:32 AM
Location: DINING HALL
SUMMARY: Student attempted to leave the premises with two cups of coffee, one more than the designated
number. Campus Security intercepted and tackled student outside of the Dining Hall. Report filed.
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Boeing Releases New 737 Max8
Update with No Wings and No
Seatbelts
By Ian Maymar
CHICAGO, IL – Apologizing for the recent Boeing 737 Max8 crashes, CEO Dennis
Muilenburg made a public statement to explain
that the faulty software in the planes’ computers was the reason as to why they went down.
Muilenburg continued by revealing a new
mechanical update that will solve this plane’s
computational errors. With the title 737 Max9,
this brand-new aircraft looks like nothing that
has ever been built before. It looks identical
to the Max8 except in two major aspects: no
wings and no seatbelts. Although seemingly
unconventional, Muilenburg expressed his
confidence with the design of the Max9, saying “it’s like the Titanic, it’s the ship that will
never sink.” When this design was surveyed to
customers of Boeing, the feedback was overwhelmingly positive. Many voiced their joy
of not being strapped to their seat and being
able to move freely around the Max9 cabin and
others were happy that the view of the world
underneath them won’t be ruined by two ugly
wings protruding ridiculously from either
side of the plane. Expect to see the Boeing 737
Max9 by the end of May in an airport near you.
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Record Number of Fucking Queers Admitted
to Skidmore College
by Adam Weinreb
SARATOGA SPRINGS, NY - College application and acceptance season has rolled around once again, and Skidmore
College’s stats have been released. In a not-so-surprising
statistic, 68% of students admitted to Skidmore were fucking queer. Skidmore has had a long history of LGBTQIA+
involvement, and have taken it to the next level by being the
most queer school in the United States.
Many students have thoughts on this new record. Local
straight white male asshole Biff Turner claims that “all these
queers are going to take my hard earned spot in MB 107,”
for some reason thinking that queer people will be in business classes. Grindr aficionado Peter Stevenson says that he
is excited for the influx of “fresh meat” next year, and that
“hopefully at least one of them is a fucking top.”
As the record number of queer people stream into Skidmore,
students cry out for more diversity in other areas. An anonymous student said that he “hopes Skidmore will accept more
furries in the future.” Another student wants Skidmore to
“become weed-exclusive,” meaning only those who smoke
marijuana can be accepted. In response, President Glotzbach
said “Some of the queers are furries. All of them smoke pot.
And that’s inclusivity bitches.”
The dean of admissions could not be reached for comment,
but she’s not fucking queer so who cares.

Skidmo Daily Horoscopes
Welcome back to the Skidmo Horoscope! As we do every semester, we have offered our immortal souls to the
devil in exchange for exact foreknowledge of the future. Though we will spend the rest of eternity in unimaginable torture, it was worth it to bring you your horoscopes!
Capricorn
Sacrifice a squirrel to the Skidmo’ Daily and good fortune will come to you this month.

Taurus
Finals will bring your ultimate reckoning. Servers will
crash, the internet will fail, and your GPA will drop.

Aquarius
Listen to the new Lil Dicky song. After all, he got the
name from your junk.

Gemini
Why the fuck do you think you deserve a horoscope.

Pisces
No one loves you. But I’m sure she likes you as a
friend!
Aries
If ou dare step on the partition between sidewalk tiles,
your mother’s spine will fracture and leave her in a
wheelchair for life. In other words, step on a crack,
break yo momma’s back.
Libra
You’re adopted.
Scorpio
A big change awaits you this month. Maybe you
will change your major, start hooking up with a new
emotionally damaged man, or get that nose job you’ve
always needed.
Sagittarius
Avengers: Endgame and the ending of Game of Thrones
will be spoiled for you. This is payback for that time
you called Johnny a poophead in 4th grade. Karma
bitch.
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Cancer
When was the last time you did a testicular self-exam?
Because I would check.
Leo
If your name starts with the letters A B C D E F G H I
J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z watch your back.
Virgo
Your parents will finally accept you this month.
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